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Success Stories

North Dakota State Implements a
New Access Control System
State also chose to implement CBORD's CS

located in Fargo, ND, is an under-

North Dakota
graduate State
and graduate
University,
institution
with an enrollment of approximately
12,527 students. The 258-acre main cam-

pus has 90 major buildings.
Recently, North Dakota State began a
phased implementation of a new access
system that wil manage access to more
than 200 doors. The university chose

Action and Response Management software.
Together. these solutions not only control
facilty access privileges, but also integrate
alarm management based on a wide variety
of triggers (door prop, bad card read, etc.).
The software allows users to respond rapidly
to events as they occur, through proactive
notification of alarm conditions via e-mail

or phone, or automatic action sequences

CBORD's CS Access product to replace the

defined by the user. The decision represents

existing access system. CS Access is a flex-

North Dakota State's desire for integration

ible, IP-based door access control system.
It works with a comprehensive line of intelligent control panels and dual technology
readers. Its powerful privilege manage-

across multiple areas of security operations,
improving situational awareness and ac-

ment capabilties allow schools to track

and configure door access, and even tie the
software to integrated alarms management
and surveilance solutions.

Along with CS Access, North Dakota

countabiltyon the global campus leveL.

"We expect the new functionality with
CS Access to improve our ability to successfully manage access schednles, controllers,
readers, doors, users, and monitoring,"
said Vance Gerchak, North Dakota State's
technology coordinator. "This effort is

CS Accessand
ware

CSAction

help integrate

at North
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and Response

multiple

areas

softoperations

Management

of Security

State.

an important step in making our campus
safer and more secure for students, faculty,
staff, and guests."
Implementing CBORD's integrated
security solutions allows North Dakota
State to use technology that provides a "big
picture" view of security operations, and

the university can enhance the safety of its
community.
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University of Cincinnati Recreation Center Reduces
Process Water Consumption, Achieves LEED Certifcation

,~
.,

~e University of Cincinnati's
Campus Recreation Center achieved
Leadership in Energy and Envi-

FT900 Flight-Type warewasher with the

Opti-Rinse feature helped in this process. J' pi 1-,
CenterCourt, the recreation center's r: ii'i~' ~ r1i

ronmental Design (LEED) certification,

restaurant, reduced water consumption _ _. ., ,:I, . ..,.,;"'~' n,/,' t 1

the nationally accepted benchmark for
the design, construction, and operation of
high-perfonnance green buildings. The

by 35 perent. Hobart's FT900 warewasher A'~;, I '

recreation center is now the largest LEED-

contributed

to 76 percent

of

the

recreation ';~-.Z~l;/' /, )1 ~ ' .'

center's water reduction, or 27 percent of..' Ù
the university's total water reduction.

Using the Hobart FT900 with Opti- I
Rinse, the recreation center experienced an 11

certified building in Cincinnati. In order
to achieve this credit, the university had to
maximize water efficiency within the recreation center via conscientious selection of

ings of approximately $7,700 and almost water

kitchen equipment that is collectively more

400,000 gallons of potable water. consumption," says Rick Cartwright, vice

energy- and water-effcient than typically
chosen equipment.

warewasher, the University of Cincinnati terns of the Food Equipment Group. "But it

"The university is committed to

estimated annual energy and water sav- The Hobart

FT900

with Opti-Rinstcan save up to 73 percent in

and energy usage.

In addition to using the Hobart FT900 president and general manager, retail sysalso relied on energy-effcient flow fixtures, doesn't stop there. Kitchen layout, ventila-

providing its students and faculty with an

ice machines, and ENERGY STAR-qualified tion and air filtration, chemical cleaners,

efficient, productive and environmentally-

Trauslen refrigerators and freezers to re- and lighting play an important role in a

friendly atmosphere in which to learn and
work," says Bob Marton, facilities and construction services project manager at the
University of Cincinnati. Using Hobart's

duce water consumption and energy costs. kitchen's overall sustainability."
"The key to a sustainable kitchen is

selecting durable equipment designed
for high energy efficiency and low water CIRCLE 163 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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